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Light source            →            radiometry       →       prelaunch calibration for instruments
Concept
2. Tunable lasers and optical parametric oscillators provide 
orders of magnitude higher spectral radiance than 
blackbody or other broadband sources; calibrate at high 
signal levels
Detector based calibration using tunable, monochromatic sources
1. High accuracy achieved with 
temperature stabilized unfiltered 
trap detectors illuminated by 
monochromatic light
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Radiance: power per unit area per unit solid angle 𝐿 =
𝑃
𝐴∗Ω
Spectral radiance: radiance per unit wavelength 𝐿𝜆 = 𝐿/Δ𝜆
Greatest uncertainty is in optical power P
Area and solid angle are both traceable to meters
Optical power measured with electrical substitution radiometer and 
traceable to electrical units of measure
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POWR













Stabilized laser source is used to 
transfer radiometric scale from POWR 


























with transfer radiometers 
at Goddard or other 
instrument facility
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Custom LBO OPO























































LBO:   lithium triborate
OPO:  optical parametric oscillator
NIR:    near infrared
SWIR: short wave infrared
SHG:   second harmonic generator
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Automated scans




































Second harmonic to fundamental crossover point
Current spectral range 340-2500 nm
Instrument calibration over full spectral range 
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